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Flip-flop

'Tis the season
Light Up UCF returns
to campus for a second
year -SEENEWS,A2

Basketball beats Auburn, falls to
Niagara in tourney -sEESPORTs,A10

UCF earns spot at bowl game

' '
JUI It M

C-USA bowl breakdown
by Carlos Pineda
Find out how Conference USA
teams placed last year and
1which bowl games they went
o, and where the Knights are
ltely to travel to this year.

The Knights washed out the Tulane Green Wave in amassive shutout victory. Not only that, UCF
has nowguaranteed itselfaspot in abowlgame. Check out our analysis ofthe win, as well as
our thoughts on how the 2009 team stacks up against2007'5 Knights.

-SEE SPORTS, A10

Kevin Hart show review
by'Matt Reinstetle
Ourwriter recaps the movie
actor's show at the Venue on
Thu~ay night

Service
to give
rides to
students
SGA designated driving
program debuts in spring
JEFFREY RILEY
Editor-in-Chief

Soccer season in review

Inebriated Knights may
have a new, safe way to get
home in the spring semester.
A new DUI prevention program, called "KnightDrive,"
was
unveiled
Thursday
evening at Brooklyn Pizza.
The plans for KnightDrive
were explained to a crowd of
- more than 150 people, and
applications for positions within the program were available.
"What
you're
getting
involved with today is nothing
small," said Seth Green, student director for the program,
to the crowd. "It's going to be
much larger than just this room
' here."
Students have wanted a system like this for years, Green
said, and for years the Student
Government Association campaigners have used it as a platform goal.
This time, it is close to being
a reality, Green said.
"Students wanted buses,
they wanted cars, wanted helicopters, whatever it was, students wanted it," Green said.
"The ideas have always been
around, but nobody stepped up
and took the initiative further."

by Carlos Pineda
1Women's soccer peaked as the
8team in the country and
eated
two top-10 teams in
~
9, one ofthe best seasons in
team history.

"Charm"review
by Christina DeParis
Kathleen Cahill's play"Chann"
had aworkshop reading at the
Orlando Shakespeare Theater
Thursday.

Caribbean book
signings
by CamITle Thomas
Two UCF professors discussed
their new books on how
oppression and exploitation of
culture still affects Caribbean
countries.

m

Breaking
news on
yourcell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone.Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

Would you use

LOCAL &STATE, A2

•

ASTRONAUT'S WIFE
GIVES BIRTH AS HE
ORBITS EARTH
Astronaut Randolph Bresnik is a
new dad after his wife gave birth
while he was in space. He
announced the birth of his
daughter, Abigail, on Sunday
morning.

PLEASE SEE

Edumtion bill will
improve grants, loans
MARCO FUNK

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

LEARN WHAT RIGHT
THINGS TO PUT ON A
JOB RESUME
Learn how to present yourself
favorably on paper at a learning
session hosted by Career Services.
The event will be in Ferrell
Commons Room 185CTuesday
from 11 a.m.until 12 p.m.

EVER WANTED TO
TRAVEL ABROAD?
LEARN HOW HERE

•

Arepresentative from the Office of
International Studies will be
available Tuesday at the entrance
of the UCF Library from 1 p.m.
until 2:30 p.m. to discuss options
and answer questions.

Contributing Writer

While health care
reform and the economic
stimulus have received a
lot of media attention
recently, one initiative that
directly affects students
nationwide
is
going
through the U.S. legislature
almost unnoticed.
The Student Aid and
Fiscal Responsibility Act,
House Resolution 3221 of
2009, is a reform bill primarily aimed at revamping
federal
Pell
Grants,
Stafford Loans and other
federal student loan programs.

Angela Martinez, a senior micro & molecular
biology major, said such
reform is long overdue.
"The government doesn't properly account for
how much families spend.
The current income caps
for Pell Grant recipients
are far too low," she said.
The initiative was introduced to the U.S. House of
Representatives by Rep.
George Miller, D-Calif., on
July 15 of this year and then
passed on Sept 17. The bill
was received in the Senate
four days later on Sept. 21
and subsequently referred
PLEASE SEE

Contributing Writer

Around Campus
Weather
local &State
Sports
Opinion
Oassifieds
Sudoku

Crossword

TODAY'S
WEATHER

DESIGNATED ON A4

Weezer to play free show
Students vote via Facebook
MIKE BALDUCCI
Variety Editor

They've
graced
album covers with
blue, green and red, but
Weezer's latest musical
expedition might just
don the black and gold.
As part of . TMobile's promotion for
the new

Motorola CLIQphone,
the company is offering
a cash donation and a
free Weezer concert
for the school that wins
the most votes in their
Facebook-sponsored
"CLIQ Challenge." For
each vote a school
receives, T-Mobile will
donate $1 to the school,
up to $25,000.
At

publication time, UCF
ranked 12th place with
just more than 3,300
votes. Despite being
the third-largest school
in the country, UCF
ranks behind much
smaller schools, sµcq
as Grand Valley State
University.
''We
just need organization
ifwe want [Weezer] to
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON AS

STUDENTS ON AS

Some push for new sign design
SARA DEAVILA

INDEX

KnightDrive?
www.UCFNews.com

•
Jereme Pozin wants
people to be impressed
when they see the
entrance to UCF.
"I want you to have the
same feeling you have
, when you go to Disney
World. I want you to lmow
that you have arrived in
Central Florida," said
Pozin, a Student Government Association senator.

Does UCF need a
new entrance?
www.UCFNews.com

At
present,
the
entrance is marked by a
black and white sign
showing Pegasus, the university's academic symbol, rearing above the
words "University of Central Florida" written in
gold text.
Pozin, the College of
Hospitality Management

senator Seat 2 said he has
a vision of a sign spanning
the University Boulevard
entrance, which would.
bring a "greater sense of
pride to the campus and
surrounding area."
However, SGA Vice
President Andrick Lewis
said SGA has neither the
power nor the funding to
allocate money for such a
project. While SGA can,
PLEASE SEE

PLANS ON A6

ASHLEY CARN IFAX/ CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

There are plans currently in place for a resdesigned entrance to campus,
however, those plans have been postponed until funding is available.

A2
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News arid noticesfor
the UCF community

Need a good resume?
Learn how to present
yourself favorably on paper
at a learning session hosted
by Career Services.
The event, which will be
located in Ferrell Commons
Room 185C Tuesday from ll
am. until 12 p.m, will show
how well written applications, cover letters and
thank-you letters are essential and will distinguish
someone from the competition
Call 407-823-2361 for
more information

The Student Newspaper at IJCFsince 1968

November 23, 2009

Vol 41, Issue 90 • 16 Pages
---

'

The (entro/ FkHido Future ls the independent. studentwritten newspaper at the UniYersity of f.entral Aorida.
Opinions in the Furure are those of the Individual
rolumnist and not necessarily those ofthe ed~olial staff
or the University administration. All content ls property
of the (mtrol F/fJlido Futw,and may not be reprinted in
part orin wholewithoot permission from the publishet

A representative from
the Office of International
Studies will be available to
discuss options and answer
questions that may have
arisen about opportunities
to study abroad through
UCF programs.
The representative will
be at the entrance area of
the UCF Library from 1 p.m
until 2:30 p.m Tuesday.
Calli 407-882-2300 for
more information

•
•
•

•
•
•

NEWSROOM

'

Learn how to travel abroad

•

407-447-4558
Editor-in-Chief

•

Jeffrey Riley x213
CFF.editor@gmailcom

News Editors
Justine Griffin and
Jennifer Ross x213
News.CFF@gmailcom

Online News Editor
Ashley Camifax x213
Online.CFF@gmailcam

Opinions Editors

•

Samuel Struckhoff and
Jerriann Sullivan x213
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Light Up UCF has returned to UCF for its second year. The event opened on Friday in front of the UCF Arena. Attractions include an ice skating rink.

No senate meeting Thursday

G

Event offers
new attractions,
affordability

The regularly scheduled
Student Government Association Senate meeting will
not take place on Thursday
because of the Thanksgiving holiday.

DANIELLE COLE
Contributing Writer

LOCAL
&STATE

Colorful flashing lights will
brighten the streets, bringing holiday cheer to both local vendors
and crowds ofvisitors as Light Up
UCF returns to campus for its second year.
Light Up UCF is an annual holiday event outside the UCF Arena,
which began in 2008. With ticket
sales from the ice rink, coi:porate
sponsorships and the popularity
of holiday movie showings, the
event proved to be more successful than anticipated, according to
Ben Gibbs, assistant general manager for the UCF Arena
"The event paid for itself and
made a little profit, which is an
achievement as many events like
this do not break even in the first
year of operations due to initial
start-up costs," Gibbs said
The continuation of this event
benefits the campus in various
ways, including boosting business
for vendors in Knights Plaza near
the Arena
·
"We benefited a lot last year. A
lot of little kids come, and they
like pizza. It was a big change from
our usual business," said Carlie
Whiting, manager of Red Brick
Pizza. "We anticipate it will be
bigger this year because there is
more going on and more people
know about it."
Red Brick Pizza, along with
other vendors such as Balagan
Kosher Mediterranean Cafe, will
be extending hours !or the duration of the event, with Red Brick
pizza remaining open until 11 p.m.
and Balagan until 10 p.m.
However, while businesses·

Keep with local headlines
you may have missed

Astronaut's wife gives birth
CAPE CANAVERAL -

Astronaut Randolph Bresnik was in space for the frrst
time, performing a spacewalk, when his wife gave
birth to his daughter.
He announced the birth
of his daughter, Abigail, on
Sunday morning on NASA's
airwaves. His wife, Rebecca,
gave birth to their second
child back home in Houston
on Saturday at ll:04 p.m
CST. They have a 3-year-old
son, adopted from Ukraine.

Woman dies after car hits hog
FROSTPROOF - An
Avon Park woman died after
her sport utility vehicle
struck a wild hog and
flipped over.
The Polk County Sheriffs Office reports that 22year-old Mandi L. Montanez was on her way to
work Friday morning when
the animal ran into the road
Deputies say she was on the
phone with her husband
when the crash happened,
and her husband found the
crash scene.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

CAITLIN BUSH/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Aride on the carousel costs $4.25 per person.
The ride is set up outside of the UCF Arena.

such as Red Brick Pizza saw an
increase in sales, Balagan, which is
located inside the Arena, did not
see a change in business.
"Everyone was skating, so no
one came inside the Arena," said
Nicolas Mazzawi, owner of Balagan. "UCF does its best to promote businesses, so we're hoping
that this year is better, but we cannot say anything until it starts."
In an attempt to attract more
visitors into the Arena, Mazzawi
planned to place a large sign outside the Arena advertising his
business. However, he is unable to
put the sign up until he is given
permission by UCF. According to
Mazzawi, it has been JillOre than a
month since he presented the idea
and asked for the permit to display his sign
While Balagan hopes further
advertising will lead to more business, Tailgaters, a sports bar and
smokehouse located near the
Arena, is also hoping to benefit
more this year than the previous
year.
"We got the exposure, but it
didn't increase our sales," said
Tailgaters owner Greg Faull. "I
don't think the landlord did a good
enough job promoting businesses.
There were more people, which
we got some residual off of, but
we didn't benefit as much as we
could have. However, they did a
good job promoting Light Up
UCF:'
Aside from bringing business
to vendors, Gibbs said other benefits the event brings include intro-

Formorephotos
of Light Up UCF:
www.UCFNews.com

ducing new people and families to
the campus and reaffirming the
university's place as a member of
the Orlando community. The
event also shows off the campus
and provides students with an
activity they do not have to leave
campus to enjoy.
The event returned on Friday
and contains more attractions,
such as Santa's Workshop, where
visitors can share holiday wishes
and have a photo taken, and Santa
and Mrs. Claus' Kitchen, where
visitors can decorate cookies.
Other attractions include an ice
rink that is 20 percent larger, a bigger holiday light show, a Ferris
wheel, carousel and an ice slide,
according to Gibbs.
"The entire event is built on
affordability. Given the economy,
people are still looking for value,
and Light Up UCF offers tremendous value for an extremely low
price. Many elements are free, and
we think that's gojng to resonate
with the public;' Gibbs said
As single tickets, the ice rink
costs $12, the ice slide is $6.50, and
the Ferris wheel and carousel are
each $4.25. However, one is able to
purchase a ride-and-ice ticket for
$22 or a ride-only ticket for $14.
Seasonal tickets and group rates
are also available. There is a $2
discount on the ice rink ticket and
ride-and-ice ticket packages for
UCF students. Parking, the light
show and the holiday film screenings are free.
''It's a terrific event that brings
a diverse range of people onto
UCF's campus," Gibbs said. "The
event has nearly doubled in size,
and we're optimistic the event will
continue to grow for years to
come. Ideally, this event will be
synonymous with the holidays in
Orlando, and be one more thing
for UCF to brag about."

CORRECTION
In the November 19 issue
of the Central Florida
Future, in the article titled
'VCF falls in NCAA second
round," in the credit for the
photagraph, George Oehl
took the photograph of
'Cotittney Whidden, not
Caitlin Bush.
Ifyou spot an error in the
Future, e-mail it to CFF.Editor@Gmail.com. Thank you.
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TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Thirty percent chance of

ISOLATED rain. Southwest winds at 8 mph.
T-STORMS
Tonight: Early showers.
High:82° Northwest winds at 5 mph.
Low: 61°

Tuesday

High: 19°
ISOLATED STORMS Low: 66°

Wednesday

High: 11°
SCATTERED STORMS Low: 62°

~~o~
One free copy ofthe Centro/Florida Futim permitted
per issue. If available, additional copies may be
purchased from our office with prior approval for $1
each. Newspaper theft is a aime. V'101atoo may
be subject to civil and criminal prosewtlon
and/or Univenity d'ISdpline.
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ATO hosts concert to benefit children's hospitals
MONIQUE VALDES

i

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

'Tis the season of giving and rocking out for
fraternity brothers of
Alpha Tau Omega.
Students driving by the
Alpha Tau Omega house
Friday night may have
noticed a full-fledged rock
concert on the front lawn.
Alpha Tau Omega and
Knight-Thon partnered
for the fraternity's sixth
annual Rock the Wreath
charity concert Friday,
which featured five acts:
Hawthorne Heights, Just
Surrender,
Punchline,
Monty Are I and Nightbeast.
Knight-Thon is UCF's
largest student-run philanthropy organization.
The group raises money
for the Children's Miracle
Network, a nonprofit
organization that raises
1,f unds for children's hospitals.
Alpha Tau Omega
II\ember and marketing
s~or Matthew Hope was
ex~ited about running the
ev! for the third year in
ar w.
.
" very penny we make
goe to the Children's Miracle Network," he said.
"This is the only event
where we solicit donations, and this year we had
a lot of small sponsors
instead of large donators."
Tickets sold before the
event for $10 each or for
$151,at the door.
'With the economy and
how it is right now we've
had a pretty successful
year. Our goal is to match
last year's total of 10
grand," Hope said. "Well,
the goal was certainly
reached considering the
event raised over $10,000
between ticket sales, T-

G)

Formorephotos
of the concert:
www.UCFNews.com

shirt sales and donations
from small companies and
private individuals."
The bands prepared
behind the house and in
the waiting room that
Alpha Tau Omega set up
for them, which was filled
with refreshments and
food of all sorts.
Members of the bands
socialized with Alpha Tau
Omega brothers as they
tuned their guitars and
munched on peanut butter
and potato chip sandwiches.
In the waiting room,
Chris Hilbert, a junior
legal
studies
major,
brought out two guitars
for band members to sign.
This is a tradition of
Alpha Tau Omega's Rock
the Wreath event, Hope
said. One guitar is kept as
a memory for every year
and the other is for their
corporate sponsor, Billington Credit Services.
"The glorification for
us stops after the show
because it's for the kids,"
Hilbert said.
The concert started out
on a comical note as
Nightbeast, a humorous
one-man show rapper,
took the stage. He rapped
about everything from
pandas to how girls should
lower their standards to
get guys. Monty· Are I
played next followed by
Punchline.
Paul Menotiades, the
guitarist for Punchline,
PHOTOS BY SUSAN ANDREA KEATING/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
described the band's Hawthorne Heights performs in front of the Alpha Tau Omega house Friday as part of the fraternity's annual Rock the
music as "punk rock- Wreath charity concert.The event, which is in its sixth year, raises money for the Children's Mira de Network.
esque."
Closing out the night a fraternity house, espe"We are one of those famous,"' he said. "We're
bands where people come not that famous yet, but was Hawthorne Heights. cially since it was for charup to us and say 'I was a we have been a band for 12 Lead singer JT Woodruff ity.
liked the idea of playing at
"Having a good time
fan before you guys were years."

12000 Collegiate Way
407-277-7676

11651 University Boulevard
407-513-9000

www.marriott.com/mcoce

www.residenceinn.com/mcore

11801 High Tech Avenue
407-243-6100
· www.marriott.com/mcots

•99 Fully Equipped Suites

for a good cause is a perfect scenario for us," he
said. "The size of these
frat houses are insane.
They look like mansions."
As Hawthorne Heights
played, the smell of Brut
aftershave permeated the
air. The band had a bottle
of it on stage and
announced that whoever
came up had to spray
themselves with it before
jumping in the crowd. Students happily obliged.
Reed Leeming, a freshman micro & molecular
biology major and Alpha
Tau Omega brother who
recently pledged, was particularly enthusiastic that
the concert was for charity.
"I love being able to
continue my charity work
into college," he· said. "It's
more than just a requirement for me."

Yasmin and Yaz are widely popular oral contraceptives. These birth control
pills differ from other birth control pills because they contain drospirenone.
Drospirenone causes elevated blood levels of potassium which may lead to
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the U.S. on behalf of women who have developed serious medical problems
while using Yasmin or Yaz. The Tampa law firm of Alley, Clark & Greiwe
is currently investigating claims of women who have suffered a stroke,
pulmonary embolism, deep vein thrombosis (DVT), heart attack, andior
gall bladder removal. Please contact us for important information regarding
your legal rights.

•Complimentary Full Breakfast Buffet
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•Daily Housekeeping Service
•Outdoor Pool, Jacuzzi &Sportscourt

There is no cost or attorney's fees unless there is a recovery
of compensation. The hiring of any attorney is an important
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you decide on an attorney, ask our law firm to send you free
written information about our qualifications and experience.

•High Speed Internet Access
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Designated driver program in need Ofvolunteers
i

FROM Al

Seth Green,student
director for
KnightDrive, has been
wor1dng on the
program for two years.
The program is set to
start in the spring.

Green said he was
inspired by a program called
CARPOOL at Texas A&M
University, which uses a
similar system and has given
almost 150,000 rides since
its inception in 1999.
In order for students to
partake in the service of
KnightDrive, they will place
a call to KnightDrive headquarters, which will be
located within Brooklyn
Pizza. Volunteer student dispatchers will then send a
volunteer driver in a rented
car, navigated by a volunteer
of the opposite gender, to
pick up the intoxicated student and drop them off at a
requested location.
The program will cover
loc!ations around University
Boulevard and Alafaya Trail.
To begin, the program
will operate with five cars
and will take calls from 10
p.m. until 1:15 a.m. on Fridays, although Green said it

CAITLIN BUSH/
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

~
verl7 0Jlwireless

has room to expand.
Drivers and navigators will be trained in
first aid, CPR and given
instructions on how to
deal with intoxicated
people.
The cars used will
come from Enterprise
Rent-A-Car, Green said,
but a formal contract has
not yet been signed, as 1
SGA and KnightDrive
officials are waiting for
information on insurance prices.
"Insurance is really
the last piece of the puzzle we need to move forward," Green said.
The stated goal is to
have the program operational by January or February of 2010.
In order to make that
a reality, Green said,
KnightDrive will need a
base of 40 volunteers.
There are four positions within KnightDrive that need student ··
volunteers: operators to
answer calls, dispatchers
to communicate with
the drivers, car crews
composed of a drivers
and navigators, and a
director-in-charge.
At the unveiling,
Adam Brock, marketing
director with KnightDrive, presented the job
opportunities and incentives for working for the
program.
While the positions
are not paid, there are
other benefits, including
four $250 per year schol-

arships, free dinner during work and leadership
opportunities.
"These leadership
opportunities can lead to
other leadership opportunities within other
organizations," Brock
said.
KnightDrive is also
hiring for seven executive board positions.
"A lot of you are fresh- man," Brock said to the
crowd. ''You guys have at
least four more years
here. What better way to
spend it than with an
organization that is starting and you can work
your way up."
Margaret Sanders, a
criminal justice major,
applied for an executive
position while at the
event.
"I want to go into law
enforcement, so I figured this was a good step
to getting involved in the
community and safety
for students," Sanders
said.
For Andres Bau~sta,
another criminal justice
major, applying to volunteer for KnightDrive was
more personal, as three
people from his hometown died after being
involved in a drunk driving accident the previous weekend.
"It's definitely good to
have around campus,"
Bautista said. ''A lot of
kids go out and drink,
then they get in the& car
and drive."
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to find a Club near you.
~CUJ9"

UNIVERSI1Y
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER
"The Doctor Is Always In"

Activation fee/line: $35.
IMPORTANT CONSUMERINFORMATION: Subject to Customer Agmt and Calling Plan. Device capabilities: Add'Icharges & conditions apply. Offers & coverage, varying by service, not
available everywhere. Network details & coverage maps at verizonwireless.com. Rhapsody and the Rhapsodylogo are trademarks and registered trademarks of RealNetworks, Inc. All
/ ompany names, tradem,s, logosand copyrights not the propertyofVerizon Wir~less are the propertyof their respective owners. All Rights Reserved. ~2009Verizon Wireless HOLA

,

#·

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

BUSINESS CUSTOMERS

1-800-899-4249

I

•

UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on Univer~ity Blvd., between Rouse Ro d and Alafaya.)
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Students will benefit through direct loans
FROM

Al

increases would start in
2011, increasing the current

to the Committee on Consumer Price Index
Health, Education, Labor inflation plus one percent.
and Pensions, where it
"I think it's really imporawaits further debate.
tant to extend federal aid,
The version of the bill especially Pell Grants, to
that passed the House pro- students who are financialposes an increase in Pell ly disadvantaged during
Grants by close to $40 bil- eras of high unemploylion over the next -IO years, ment such as the time
as well as an increased we're in now," said Ian Bell,
asset cap of $150,000 to a sophomore political sciqualify. Under the bill, ence major.
year-to-year
grant
Federal student loan
amounts would increase programs will also be
with
intlation.
Such reformed under the pro-

•

posed bill. Under the current system, federal subsidies enable banks to guarantee loans to students.
Because banks are profitoriented businesses, their
control over interest rates
· has led to skyrocketing
costs to students.
The Student Aid and
Fiscal Responsibility Act
seeks to eliminate the
guaranteed loan system
and replace it with direct
loans. Federal loan money
would go directly to the
student, with banks acting

UCF trails behind FSU
FROM Al

..

\
"

..

were to win and that the
university is unaware of
come here," said Campus how exactly the cash
Activities Board student donation would be allodirector Lisa Cunning- cated.
ham. "It'd have to be a big
Florida State UniverSGA-OS1-CAB collabo- sity leads the challenge
ration. The more pas- with more than 9,500
sionate people will be votes - more than 2,000
bout it, the better we'll votes higher than the
second-place school, the
Cunningham
said University of Florida.
is making a push to
Notable in UF's push
p omote
the · event for second place is a
t ough fliers, word of famous Gator phrase in
m uth
and
event the name of its Facebook
ouncements.
promotion everit: "Beat
, J:?espite promoting FSU." Taking UF's lead,
the contest, Cunningham UCF students may not be
said , CAB may not voting for the concert as
receive the cash dona- much as they're voting
tion if UCF for pride. _
"I think
people
want to
make
a
name for
themselves and
put UCF
on
the
map," said
freshman
psychology
major Cindy

Charloff. "We're not
going to do it with football, so we might as well
do it with Weezer."
Freshman industrial
engineering major James
Weschler said he agrees
the concert would promote pride and that if
properly promoted, the
school's size would give
UCF the votes needed to
win.
"I can see pride being
a factor,'' Weschler said.
"I think it builds pride to
promote and get some
spirit out there."
Voting
is
done
through T-Mobile's Facebook application at
www.facebook.com/tmo
bile. Voting lasts until
midnight on Nov. 30, and
the winning school will
be announced Dec. 2.
Weezer is working
with T-Mobile to promote its new album,

solely as administrative
intermediaries.
The savings garnered
from the new system, estimated at around 10 to 20
percent, according to the
Congressional
Budget
Office, would allow the
government to decrease
interest rates on student
loans initiated between the
year 2000 and 2010 while
new loans vyould have
their interest rates tied to
U.S. Treasury rates.
"I think anything that
encourages people to.go to
school and makes it easier
for them should be sup.:.
ported; in the long run it
should benefit society as a
whole,'' said Sabrina Stein,
a senior political science
major.
·
In addition to the monetary advantages associated
with . the
proposed
changes, student soldiers
facing deployment would
see further benefits. Members of the armed forces
who are forced to withdraw from classes due· to
deployment would have

Raditude.
Tickets for the Weezer concert are expected
to be limited and will be
offered first to those who
voted in the contest.

Writers who · are

doggedly determined
to· SU CC& ed
1

1

visit the
University Writing Center

J
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,
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•
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•
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their loans forgiven under
the new initiative.
The
Congressional
Budget Office estimates
that the proposed changes
will decrease federal costs
by $74.8 billion over the
next 10 years. Various initiatives are to be funded
with the projected savings.
Among these projects
are a public school modernization, renovation and
repair fund and a "Qµality
Pathways" grant that
would increase the number of early-learning programs specifically in lowincome communities as
well as overall.
Also among the initiatives is a university funding
program that would allocate grant funds to engineering, technology, science
and
mathematics-related areas
· as well as schools with
high completion rates. Any
extra savings not allocated
would be used to help pay
down the federal deficit
"I know a lot of my
friends have to work 40

..........
..........
ET II • - I
__.

•

~

r 111
"10

'IS .

hours a week to survive
at;td it's still not enough to
give them access to grant
money," Martinez said.
If the bill passes in the
Senate in time, the proposed changes could take
effect for the 2010-2011 academic aid year, giving
many students quick relief
from their financial burdens.
''The money feeds me,"
Bell said.
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Plans for new sign in place, still needs funds
Al

Boulevard leading to the
Progress Energy Welcome
and has, made suggestions Center.
and recommendations, it is
Lewis said he thinks the
up to Facilities Planning to delay is due to complaints
set the plans in action and about money being spent
to obtain approval from the on trees while education
administration and finance funding was being cut.
departments, Lewis said.
"lf we are going to
A new sign has been on spend money on the camand off SGA'.s agenda for pus, we might as well use it
years, although no one can on something useful like
·say exactly how long, even parking, not a sign," said
Lewis.
junior digital media major
A new entrance sign has Matthew de la Torre.
also been a promise of SGA
According to the unisenate and presidential versity's landscape and
campaigns in years past.
architectural design guideThere had been specu- lines, entrances and interlation among students this. sections are a top priority.
semester that the entrance
They are truced with the
has been put on the back duty to "develop a signaburner because of criti- ture landscape treatment
cism about the nearly for all of the campus
$50,000 the administration entrances, edges and corspent last year foi: palm ners which will reflect the
trees along Central Florida presence and character of
FROM

the University of Central
Florida."
As for now, UCF will
keep the sign it has.
According to Christine
Dellert of UCF News &
Information, there are
plans for a new sign in
place,.but construction has
been postponed until more
funding is available. Unfortunately, there is no defi~
nite timetable for the project.
A majority of entranceways will be updated, with
concentration on the main
University
Boulevard
entrance.
Pozin is not alone in his
dream for a new UCF
entrance.
At least two Facebook
groups have spurred discussions about the anticipated new entrance.
"We have such an ugly

entrance," said senior
journalism major Erika
Esola. "It doesn't reflect
what the university is
like at the heart of our
campus."

The Facebook groups
display
photos
of
entrances of other state
universities, such as
Florida State University,
the University of Florida

and the University of
South Florida, along with
photo;, of the UCF
entrance, which one
group refers to as
"abysmal."
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STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM APPLICATIONS NOW
AVAILABLE

Apply online at: •

·

studyabroad.ucf.edu

•

O FF ICE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

TELEPHONE

(407) 882-2300

•

.
,
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SGA senate and presidential campaigns have promised a new entrance sign in years past, but the sign hasn't changed.
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About Us

WINTER 2010TERM
BEGINS ON JANUARY 4
Apply today and
advance your career.

•
•
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• M .S. and Ph.D. programs offered in computer science, educational technology,
information security, information systems, and information technology
• Cutting-edge faculty and curriculum
• Convenient online and on-campus formats
• M.S. in M anagement Information Systems courses offered in O rlando
• D~signated a National Center of Academic Excellence in
Information A ssurance Education by'the U.S. government
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A SOUTHEASTERN

•

UNIVERSITY
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Graduate School of Computer
and Information Sciences
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•

scisinfo,@nova.edu. 800-986-2247. www.scis.nova.edu/msit
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YOUR FUTURE. YOUR TERMS.
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Nova Southeastern University admits students of any race, color. sexual orientation, and national or ethnic origin. • Nova Southeastern University is accredited by theCommission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
10-214-09MCS
(1866 Southern Lane, Decatur. Georgia 30033-4097, Telephone number: 404-679-4501) to award associate's, bachelor's, master's, educational specialist, and doctoral degrees.
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Fair infonns students of study abroad options
CHRISTINA DEPARIS
Contributing Writer

,,

•

•
•
(J

•

Brittany Reppy, a sen- ·
ior psychology major,
offered insight from her ·
experience in Vienna,
Austria, to students at
the Study Abroad Fair on
Wednesday, an annual
event organized by the
Office of International
Studies.
The University of
Vienna offers the German Language and Civilization
program
arranged for summer
classes. The Vienna program is reserved for students interested in the
German language and
culture.
"Students become so
enthralled with the cultural and linguistic full
immersion experience
\ that they come back
\¥anting to minor in the
different languages," said
Grazia Spina, the study
abroad program director
· foll, Croatia.
R.eppy went to Austria
thirst summer to complet her ~oreign l~gua e reqmrements m
Ger an.
.
" e classes were
highly interactive and ied in Russia and said she
made up of students learned so much from
from around the world," asking Russian instrucReppy said. ''We had our tors questions about the
own roQms, there was a government and the
great variety of food and police force.
you could rent a boat to
"I think one big
go down the Danube advantage is that stuRiver."
dents have extensive and
The Croatia program intensive informal oneis designed for a multi- on-one intellectual contude of learning environ- versations with an interments and is also set for national
group
of
the summer.
scholars," said Leslie Sue
Students don't have to Lieberman, director of
major in anthropology to the study abroad prostudy in Croatia, said gram in the Women's
Dara Shore, an anthro- Research Center at UCF.
pology
major
and
Chrisman developed
student representative at an appreciation of Russ,.the fair. Shore said there ian culture and related to
are courses in architec- her international class. ture, traditional medi- mates, during her twocine, folk arts and music. week stay overseas.
Courses are offered
Programs
start
for spring and fall terms, around $3,000 for travel
along with yearlong pro- and tuition. Food, bevergrams in locations from ages
and
personal
Australia to Argentina.
expenses ~en't included.
Karen Chrisman, a
"[Students] may not
senior legal studies and know how many scholarpsychology major, stud- ships are available to
I

•

J[

Students listen to
presenters talk
about the various
opportunities to
study overseas
during the Study
Abroad Fair
Wednesday.

make this dream come
true," Spina said: "They
can earn so many credit
hours in just one month
of
hands-on, · fullimmersion experience."
For Allyson Cafek, a
senior fmance major, the
price :wasn't the problem
- waiting until senior
year to consider studying
abroad was.
"I have always wanted.
to study abroad, I've just
never pursued the
opportunity, which .1
completely
regret,''
Cafek said. "[The fair]
really opened my eyes to
how much is available
here at UCF that I should
have been taking advantage of a lot sooner."
The Office of International Studies' study
abroad Web site lists
more than 30 scholarships. QIS administers
scholarships for $1,000
for short-term semesters
and $1,500 for full-term
semesters.

PHOTOS BY CHRISTINA
DE PARIS / CENTRAL
FLORIDA FUTURE

407-704-8911
6367 East Colonial Drive
5001 Sand Lake Rd
2150 W. Colonial Dr.
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Are the classes you need next semester full?
Need a class to graduate on time?
Consider taking it at a UCF Regional Campus.
With classes in business, education, psychology and more, UCF Regional Campuses offer
you 11 locations to choose from and class times that fit your schedule. To learn more, contact
an advisor at rcadvising@mail.ucf.edu.

www. regionalcampuses. ucf. edu
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Student Union Staff
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UCF 49 · TULANE 0

•
•

WILL PERRY
Sports Editor

Balance~
I current
I Knights
better than
2007 squad
I

CAin iN BUSH/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
UCF wide receiver Kalmar Aiken caught touchdown passes of 26
and 16 yards in UCF's 49-0 win over the Tulane Green Wave Saturday.

UCF shuts out
Tulane, secures
spot in bowl

BY THE NUMBERS: UCF VS. TULANE
3

-30
The total number ofyards rushing for Tulane.

28

0

The number of points UCF put up in the third
quarter against Tulane.

RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

The UCF football team made sure
Tulane knew they were going to score
early and often in Saturday's game.
Four plays into the contest, Brynn
Harvey ran untouched up the middle
of the field for a 50-yard touchdown
run and it all went up from there for
the Knights.
Harvey totaled three rushing
touchdowns en route to a 49-0
shutout for UCF over the Green Wave
at Bright House Networks Stadium.

UCF won because •••
They are just a better team. The
Knights drove down the field on their
opening possession in four plays to
jump out to the 7-0 lead The Green
Wave had no answer for Brynn Harvey in the opening quarter as he
rushed for 107 yards and diced
through one of the worst rushing

It's the third time in the last five seasons the
Knights have secured a bowl bid.

UCF shut out an opponent for the first time since
the opening game of the 2008 season.

50
The Knights held the Green Wave to atotal of 50
yards of offense on 51 plays in the game.

a

Forinore photos
of the game:
www.UCFNews.com

defenses in the nation. Jonathan Davis
also got in on the action, spelling Harvey for 76 yards on 16 carries.
UCF also scored 28 points off
Tulane turnovers and recorded fiveconsecutive touchdown drives after
the 2:10 mark in the third quarter, ending with a Rob Calabrese touchdown
pass with li.33 left in the fourth
quarter.

Tulane lost because ...

in the third quarter. Harvey scored his
third touchdown of the game, Brett
Hodges completed two touchdown
passes to Kalmar Aiken, and Davis
recorded his second-career rushing
TD to give UCF its first 28-point
quarter since a game against Memphis in 2007.
The UCF defense also came up
huge in the game, forcing three
turnovers, including a fumble and
two interceptions. Josh Robinson
picked off his fifth pass in as many
games, and Reggie Weams recorded
his first career INT _in the third quar-

They couldn't contain the Knights

PLEASE SEE

DEFENSE ON A13

Men's baskelb II

.UCF beats Auburn, falls to Niagara
.

ALLEN LEVIN

,=;:;;.;.======

I

Staff Writer

After a 2-0 start in the
Glenn Wtlkes Classic, the
UCF men's basketball team
cooled off Saturday afternoon when Niagara handed
them their first loss of the
season.
On Friday night, the
Knights (3-1) defeated the
Auburn Tigers 84-74, for their
first win over an SEC team in
school history. They had
entered the game 0-27 alltime against SEC squads.
UCF was led by junior AJ.
Tyler's 19 points and eight
rebounds and freshman
Dave Diakite's 12 points and
10 boards. The Knights used
a balanced scoring effort to
get their second straight victory of the tournament, after
beating Howard earlier in the
week.
The Knights came out of
the gate strong, opening up
with a 13-0 spurt that was led
by Diakite and Taylor Young,
who finished with 12 points
and five assists. UCF went
into the intermission with a
firm 41-24 lead
Frankie Sullivan led the

63-46
Niagara vs. UCF

Tigers (2-2) with 22 points capitalized on several UCF
and six rebounds, while mistakes and a poor shooting
while Marcus Jordan tallied night en rout to a blowout
bis first points of the season victory.
withsevenagainsttheT:igers.
"That was a game that
Although Auburn put was a veteran group verse a
together runs in attempting non-veteran group," UCF
to cut the deficit, they simply head coach Kirk Speraw said
couldn't overcome UCF's "Obviously, the way they can
offensive attack and a perfect bounce back and prepare is
eight-for-eight performance key. They certainly did that a
from the free-throw line in whole lot better than we did"
the final minute of regula'We were very concerned
tion.
about having a good victory
Unfortunately; UCFs hot last night and coming out
start was put to an end in a · with less intensity tonight,
63-46 loss to N"iagara Satur- and we couldn't afford to do
day. The Purple Eagles (3-1) that But, that's exactly what

happened"
Although it was a physical
game in the first half, the
Knights failed to overcome a
horrendous shooting night
and lapses on defense. .After
posting 84 points over
Auburn, UCF could only
muster 46 points on 31 percent shooting, including an
awful four-of-23 (17 percent)
shooting from the threepoint line.
''Today was a lack of execution," forward AJ. Tyler
said 'We were getting good
shots yesterday; but today we
didn't. We need to execute
better tomorrow."
. 'fyier was the only Knight
in double digits with 12
points, to go along with seven
boards and two blocks.
Young contnbuted with nine
points and three assists.
PLEASESEE

UCF ONA12

Brace yourself, and give
me a second before you get
yourself all hot and bothered.
The 2009 Knights (7-4)
are a better team, emphasis
on team, than the 2007
Knights.
Yes, the same 2007
team that won the C-USA
championship. Yes, the
same 2007 team that had
All-American
running
back Kevin Smith. And yes,
the same 2007 team that
wentl0-4.
It's purely based on the
fact that this year's team is
more balanced throughout
and is doing so with a
young and inexperienced
lineup.
Though, when you
compare the statistics
from both years, they are
very similar. But here's
where the 2009 Knights
are better than the team
from 2007:
This year's team allows
about 62 fewer yards to its
opponents via the run
game and is third in the
nation with a 71.4 per game
average. The Knights have
committed the secondfewest penalties in the
nation with 46, 22 fewer
than two years ago through
11 games. UCF is also
allowing an average of 20.1
points a game, six points
fewer than in 2007.
The difference is, the
2009 Knights have a cast of
players that have come
through in different games
and in different ways. For
the most part in 2007,
Smith was the whole team
as he rushed for a ridiculous 2,567 yards (second
all-time in NCAA history)
and was relied on heavily
as he was responsible for
54 percent of the offense
with 30 touchdowns.
This time around, the
Knights have added an aeri~ attack to their ground
game.
Brett Hodges, a fifthyear senior, is averaging
203.3 yards a game and has
thrown for 230 or more
yards in three-consecutive
games in his first season as
a starting quarterback.
Kyle Israel wasn't ab\e to
string back-to-back 200plus yard throwing per'formances and averaged
155.2 yards a game.
Redshirt sophomore
wide receiver A.J. Guyton,
who was on the 2007 team,
has emerged as the team's
top wide receiver and
leads the Knights in yards
(517) and receptions (38).
On the ground, sophomore running back Brynn
Harvey is just 53 yards shy
of his first 1,000-yard season and has posted four
100-yard games and 13
touchdowns. After not
playing the first six games
of the season, Jonathan
Davis has emerged of late
to contribute a 4.7 per
carry average and 234
yards in five games when
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Tell us who you
think is better:
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UCFdoomed
ts pounce on Wildcats
i by turnovers
UCF 80 I BC( 46
•

.

1

BRANDON RIBAK
Staff Writer

The UCF women's basketball
team grabbed its first win ofthe season with a 80-46 win over Bethune-Cookman Friday at home.
"I thought we came out and we
played with a lot better effort
tonight," UCF head coach Joi
Williams said. "We had some breakdowns here and there, but the difference between this and our first
game is that we played hard for forty
minutes, and we were able to play a
little better defense, forcing
turnovers, and then we limited our
own turnovers so that was good"
Junior Marshay White led the
way for UCF, dropping a game-high
23 points, including four 3-pointers,
adding six assists and seven
rebounds.
"I just try to be aggressive,"
White said.
Junior Chelsie Wiley had the hothand for UCF in the first half: scoring 10 of the team's 37 total points.
She also contributed four assists.
Wiley finished the game with 17
points on 6-of-16 shooting from the
floor.
"I just refocused and calmed
down," Wiley said "I was getting a
little frustrated [in the second half],
so I just needed to relax for a
moment:'
The UCF went on an 8-2 run
with under two minutes remaining
in the first half to take an 11 point
lead heading into the final 20 minutes of action.
Once the second half began the
Knights never looked back, refusing
to give up the lead to BethuneCoolanan, and outscoring the Wildcats 40-23 in the second hal£
· The Knights forced the Wildcats
to commit 26 turnovers and held
them to just 30.5 percent from the
field. Jalisa Isaac led B-CC with 14
points.
While the Knights outplayed the
Wildcats, UCF shot just 50 percent
from the charity stripe.
"Shooting 50 percent from the
free-throw line is unacceptable,
especially going on the .road for our
next game," Williams said. ''We
need to be able to hit those."

ADVERTISING CLASS
TAKES ON
LAWFIP 1 ..
AS CLI)
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UCF was doomed by
sloppy play that included 23
turnovers in the game, with
14 in the opening hal£
Toe Niagara defense was
a major reason the Knights
looked confused offensively.
They altered their defensive
scheme constantly throughout the game, which stifled
the UCF offense.
"They switched up a lot
on defense, but .I don't feel
like that's an excuse for
what we did out there:'
Tyler said "There was some
confusion, but we just need
. to communicate better:'
Demetrius Williamson
led the Purple Eagles witli13
points. Anthony Nelson
contributed with 11 points
and five assists, and Bilal
Benn posted 10 points and

•
MARY MCINTEE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Marcus Jordan had seven points vs.
Auburn, his first points of the season.

there were going to be days
like this. You try to prepare
to allow it not to happen, but
we knew with this team,
there was going to be great
highs and probably going to
be some lows. We just got to
be able to respond better
tomorrow."
UCF took on Drake Sunday in the finale of Glenn
Wilkes Classic, but results
weren't available by press
time. For a full recap go to
www.UCFNews.com

six rebounds.
"It's a learning experience," Speraw said. "We
knew going into this season

..,
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Knights may pick
up first bowl win
FROM

.-.

GEORGE OEHL / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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BYTHE NUMBERS

www.UCFNews.com

. 26

Preseason Player of the Year,
Emma Cannon picked up two early
fouls, and played only 15 minutes for
the game.
The Knights will be back in
action Wednesday, Dec. 2 against
Jacksonville on the road.

UCF forced the Wildcats into 26 turnovers.

30.5
Bethune Cookman shot just 30.5 percent from
the floor and made only 18 field goals.

more authentic than local
favorite Pizza Barn, the group
had decided to venture out and
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alone, eight players contributed in a tackle for loss
against, four backs had at
least four carries or more,
and five players c.aught
two or more passes.
This year, the Knights
have gotten contributions
from many players and
have positioned themselves for their third bowl
game in five years and
could very well get nine
wins and earn another first
by picking up the program's first win in a bowl
game.

spelling Harvey.
Even with an inexperienced secondary that has
first-time starters at each
position, the Knights did
something no other UCF
has done by defeating a
rai,.ked team in No. 13
Houston last weekend
Even with Smith and an
offense that put up 10 more
points and 70 more yards a
game, the 2007 Knights
didn't do that.
Saturday against Tulane

UCF guard Marshay White had agame-high 23 points in a80-46 win over Bethune-Cookman Friday.

For more photos
ofthegame:

A10
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was sticking out just a little
below his shirt.
In order to make it
through the rest of the semester
until his next loan kicks in,
Dirk plans to sell everything he
has on Ebay, sell his textbooks
to the bookstore and mooch off
his roommate for as long as he
can. .

.,

1

A

frightening
moment
happened Saturday night as
Freshman Dirk Polston pulled.
his last $20 bucks out of a local
downtown ATM. His account
balance was zero.
"I swear there was
$15,000 in there just a few
months
o " stammered the
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ITALIAN 101
HELPS
STUDENT
ORDER
PIZZA
ATI.IBSTAURANT
What began as a typical
dining-out experience quickly
turned into a scary situation
yesterday when sophomore
Danny Rivers and his friends
realized that the Italian restaurant that they had chosen for
lunch...
was
completyly
Italian-speaking.
Looking for something

Fortunately for the group,
Danny Rivers did."I've been taking Italian
101 this semester," Danny
explained, "so I was pretty
comfortable in that environment. Once I heard him say
'amici' I knew he· wasn't mad
at us or anything, so Ijust•stuck
with what I remembered...
' saluti,' ' il mio nome e Danny,'
that kind of stuff."
After breaking the ice,
Danny managed to tell the
waiter that he and his friends
wanted one very much good
pizzas on the large. It was
exactly what they received,
much to everyone's surprise.
"It was a good day,"
Danny added. "Professore
Vacanti would've been proud
of me. Or maybe I should say
would' ve been feiro di me."
Professore
Vacanti
refused to comment.
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that I ,-• gave everyone A's
anyway. I think it worked in
their favor."
While
students
are
demanding answers, there's no
word yet on how the school
intends to respond. The matter
is now in the hands of Chancellor Debra Pittman, who is
rumored to have streaked
through the tailgate earlier that
day.

tuition.
oiletries.
n all that, I'm
n I wouldn't ever
.I job." And if he ·
know where it went." Dirk does? .1 probably rent a guy
then rubbed his belly which to do that for me too."
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Defense forces five turnovers
FROM A10
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es. Tulane was only able downs in a season with 13.
to convert three first
2. The young secondter quarter. UCF's rush downs in the game, just as ary of Robinson and
defense was dominant many sacks as the defense Kemal Ishmael combined
against Tulane, limiting was able to get on Tulane for 11 tackles, a forced
the Green Wave to nega- quarterback Ryan Griffin. fumble and an interceptive 30 yards rushing,
Overall, this was one of tion and really held
while holding Tulane RB the most dominating per- Tulane wide receiver
Andre Anderson to nega- formances by the defense Jeremy Williams in check,
tive two yards on 14 car- in recent memory. The allowing him just 47-yards
ries.
Knights didn't allow receiving on seven catchTulane to get anything es.
Game Ball
going all game and got the
3. Aileen caught five
This one goes out to offense the ball back so passes in th~ game, two of
the entire UCF defense. they were able to score.
which were touchdowns
They recorded the first
in the third quarter. He
shutout for the Knights Stars of the game
also made some really
since Aug. 30 against
l. Harvey recorded his nice catches in the open
South Carolina State (17- second-consecutive 100- field to continue drives
0) and held the Green yard, three-touchdown for the Knights en route
Wave to SO-total yards on game, something that to registering 84-yards
Slplays.
hadn't been done since receiving on the day.
The defense was also Kevin Smith did it in 2007.
able to get its hands on harvey was very effective What this all means
the ball, forcing five fum- on the ground and tied
The Knights are not
bles, recovering three and Willie English for third- just bowl eligible, they are
also picked off two pass- most rushing touch- guaranteed a trip to their

NEVER HASSLE WITH
PARKING AGAIN!
..

third bowl game in school
history. This team has
proven that through a
strong defense, efficient
quarterback play and a
consistent run game, they
can win football games,
especially ones they are
supposed to be win.
If the Knights win
against UAB next weekend, they will record their
third-best season since
joining the Football Bowl
Subdivision in 1996 and
will have their third eightwin season in five years
under head coach George
O'Leary.

AMANDA MOORE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF defensive end Darius Nall forced afumble and ~ecorded two sacks in a 49--0 win
as the Knights held the Tulane Green Wave to just 50 yards ofoffense on 51 plays.
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Noteworthy
The Knights are 17-1
over the last 32 games
when scoring 20 or more
points and are 1-13 over
that same span when
scoring under 20 points.
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NEW SCOOTERS FROM $199
RIDE GREEN SCOOTERS 671 W. FAIRBANKS AVE. WINTER PARK
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before the sign

Fix other
T

he best argument for
sprucing up the
entrance to UCF is that
it may no longer be an issue
in SGA agendas and elections.
1bat is the best thing that
could come of it.
It's one of those things that
come up in Facebook groups
and campaign promises,
which is tragic since SGA
doesn't have the power to
enact such a measure by itself
It's like in high ~chool student-government elections
when somebody promises to
lower vending machine
prices.
Over the course of this
semester, we here at the
Future have applauded plenty
of the efforts of SGA. The
express printing lab and
KnightDrive, among other
things, are initiatives that will
dir<!Ctly benefit the students
and could improve the
university behind the sign.
But we cannot abide this
rumbling for a grand entrance
in front ofUCF. It's not all of

the senators, and it's not all of
the population that's on-board
with this silliness, and those
who haven't bought it yet
should see it for what it is.
It's a fair-weather goal. If,
on the drive home from campus, the foremost grief you
have with the school is the
understated entrance, you
have had a very good day.
Furthermore, it is not an
SGA kind of goal. SGA can do
so much more to serve students without even having to
go on a wild goose hunt to
influence things outside of its
domain. At least until there
isn't any better way to serve
the students, leave it to the
professionals.
It's just not time to pretend
like the sign in front of the
school is a problem The programs that were axed over the
summer haven't even finished
their march toward final deletion The dust from the fight
over the palm-tree project is
just now settling.
There is a popular refrain

whenever we criticize something as a poor use of funds in
the face of other needs: the
allocation argument. Detractors of our detraction of
wasteful spending like to
point out that the money for
certain types of projects oncampus has already been allocated
Allocated money spends
like any other kind of money.
The issue is one of priorities.
You don't put a new coat
of paint on a car before you
fix the engine.
There are plenty of
instances of nonessential
spending we support, things
that will actually enrich the
UCF experience for the students or initiatives the interested parties actually have the
power to enact.
While considering what a
new sign for UCF's front
entrance would be like, envision what it would say if it
were totally honest Let's wait
until that's the sign we would
want to build

It's not spirit,
it's just rude
L

ast week, we ran a letter from a UCF fan disgusted by the behavior
of other UCF fans attending
an away game. We also ran a
stance explaining that it was
just part of a whole trend of
letters we receive about
Knights fans spoiling the
game with belligerent antics.
Since then, we've heard
from a few folks defending
the kind of behavior that
prompts these complaints,
mostly defending it as a part
of the competitive spirit that
drives college football games.
Ultimately, our foils seemed
of a mind that the behavior
we described was not only
worth encouraging but was
rather par for the course.
Well, we're afraid they're
just plain wrong. According
to the most recent college
football poll by Sports fllustrated, college football fans
said UCF has the rudest fans
inC-USA
UCF led by an almost 20percent margin in the survey,
with the University of Southern Mississippi in second
place. The question wasn't
who was the p1~st intimidatmg,,}V\1.o the tfipstJspirit
o~12o~a gRatgame;
they asked who was the rudest, and UCF WOI't. - deci-

pas

sively.
This doesn't so much
prove our point as much as it
enhances it. There isn't much
room left for more support of
what we've been saying; if
you want to go to a football
game to curse, fight and
antagonize fans of the other
team, stay home.
This is the last piece of
the puzzle that should make
it clear that the belligerent
Knights are a disgrace to the
university.
This is especially crucial
because of the growing success of the Knights football
prograin
The team has made it to
two bowl games and is on the
way to a third It is getting
about two or three games per
season nationally televised
The program needs to be
known for victory on the
field, not obnoxious fans.
So, fans - you know who
you are - take a look at what
you've won us. It's not about
showing civility and hospitality to the other fans; a real
fan makes his school and his
team look good
If the sticking point of the
argument for rudeness is that
it's stani;l.ard - clearly it isn't
Even otherJootball fans said
we have a surplus of ill will.

If your last hope to rationalize being a jerk is that it's
supporting the team you're not. The data is in, and
we have a bad reputation
coming our way. Thanks to
the belligerent Knights, we
don't look like a school that
loves the team and loves the
game, we just look rude.
Some of the blame for this
misunderstanding goes to us
here at the Future. Perhaps
we didn't make it abundantly
clear that the letter we printed - which was a reaction to
booing at an inappropriate
time - was one of the more
tame letters we've seen
Since the opening game
versus the Longhorns in
2007, we've heard reports of
opposing fans being urinated
on, shoved in anger and
stolen from
Nobody expects you to
roll out the red carpet for the
visiting team or give the fans
of the opposition a daisy and
ahug;
It is perfectly fine for fans
to yell, cheer and chant, and
it usually isn't warm and
fuzzy sentiments that get
sent to the other side.
However, there is a line
between being competitive
and being rude, and we're on
the wr~>ng side.

UCF shouldn't
leave vendors out
•
•

L

ight Up UCF is in its
second year, and looks
to be on track to be a
holiday fixture at UCF. It
invites families onto campus
and raises the university's profile in the community. It even
raised a little profit in its first
year.
But it looks like UCFs own
vendors are missing out on
some of the holiday cheer.
Not so long ago, we covered the closing of Boba
Tease, a small business that
sold fancy drinks and noodle
dfshes just inside tfte Arena.

The joint struggled along
because of tight regulations on
the ability to advertise, and the
Stll'prise contractual restriction on the sale of food during
events in the Arena
Light Up UCF seems like
the perfect chance to steer
some business toward the
vendors in the Towers region
of campus. However, apparent
foot-dragging on the approval
of advertisement has kept
another Arena lobby-based
business from cashing in
Balagan Kosher Mediterranean Cafe sits jlJ.Stnext to

'

where Boba Tease once operated Right outside the front
doors of the arena, people are
skating away, unaware of the
cafe not 50 feet away.
Ice skating can get people
hungry, so what's wrong with
a few signs to show them that
just inside the Arena doors is
another option?
Light Up UCF has the
potential to grow and stick
around UCF could make the
few extra steps to make sure
our on-campus businesses trying to keep their doors open
all year aren't left in the cold -

•
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MakeWeezer
come·here
A

ny school that puts in the
most votes in the T-Mobile
"CLIQChallenge" gets a free
Weezer concert and some money.
We have the third-largest university in the nation; we can get that
concert and money.
You've probably got an invite or
two on Facebook and thought it was
nothing, or just didn't care. But it's
real, and there's no reason we
should be number 12 in the rankings.
We're the largest school in the
state, yet UF and FSU are both way
ahead of us. It's not a matter of
numbers or funding or athletics,
we're just plain losing.
Perhaps you're not a Weezer fan
Maybe their new stuff just doesn't
resonate with you.
Please get over it It's for a free
concert at UCF. In case you haven't
noticed, we don't get those, and
other schools do.
We students can fix this by show-

ON UCFNEWS.COM

ing there is enough interest on
campus to fill The Venue if we can
get a big act.
The voting is done through Facebook, so it probably won't mean
going out of your way. If the student
body is too complacent to do so
much as this, then there isn't any
reason for the folks writing the
checks to think we're worth a free
show.
If Weezer doesn't do it for you, if
the prospect of more free shows
doesn't do it for you, might we interest you in spite? FSU and UF are in
first and second place, and we have
the time and resources to snatch
this right away from them
It's not the noblest reason to do
something, but if it motivates the
troops, then we'll go with it.
The voting closes at midnight on
Nov. 30. There is still time. Prove
that UCF isn't just populated, but a
force to be reckoned with.
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WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

·we should not be
gracious to guests

Now is the time for a
Green Fee

I think the fee should be even
1bats probably why people get
higher, in the name of the environmurdered over there at soccer
ment We need to solve this probmatches.
lem
by making things cost more, in.
-TIM
the name ofthe environment
Remember, we are doing this for
Anyone who disagrees is serithe environment If we do not
ously a gigantic [expletive]. Have
invest in unproven, er umm proven,
you ever been to a real football
game? Do you ACTUALLY think methods of energy that don't, I
that the fans say to the opposition mean do, protect the environment
"Great to meet you! I wish you the than we can expect the earth to
experience scorching heat by 2017,
best ofluck! Can't wait to show
~ predicted by the great scientist
you the ropes of this olde tyme
ALGORR So in the name of the
football game, old chap!"
environment, I feel we should pay
Jesus you people should be
fans of elementary school kickball even more and help ALGORE,
games if you want that ridiculous PHD in BS science make money off
of this. I feel we should only allow
type of attitude. This is college
the
rich, environmentally conscious
football. Be obnoxious. Be angry.
Be passionate. Do it all for no rea- people ofthis world to drive cars
(ALGORE needs a motorcade of
son besides a mystical sense of
SUVS) /lild use planes while us
"school spirit." Do we have any
lowly peasants walk the earth, in
real reason to be so into the game
the name ofthe environment. I feel
or glorify a bunch of kids who
this fee should be voluntary, with
probably don't have anything in
the only option to pay the fee and
common with me besides the
save
the environment.
black and gold? No. It's college
football and it's our one excuse to
get belligerent over nothing. It
comes with the territory. As long
as we're not pulling a soccer-fan
and yelling racial slurs or making
fun of Katrina when we play LSU,
it's all par for the course.
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-YOUR NAME

To note: 100$ is alot. We have a
health fee, card fee, differential fee,
a financial aid fee (pure irony) and
then want to add a green fee. Stop
with the fees. Make us "Opt-In"
for
certain things. Want to go to
- NOT A[EXPLETIVE]
the gym, people should opt in But
why am I, the student who doesnt
You never have a reason to belgo to the gym, paying for people
ligerent over nothing. 1bat makes
that do. Turning off the TV's in
you a D-bag as someone so elothe Gym seems pretty green
quently put earlier. When you
- YOUR NAME
scream the F word at a team while
they are praying in your endzone
or drunkenly fall over the people
in front of you while you try to
scream obscenities, thats when
you have no class. And apparently
you have zero class per your post.
Well, if these pay for themAnd I loved your interpretation of selves in 1.2 years, I guess we dont
the comment at the bottom, minus need to have a green fee then
the fact you took the exact quote
Already paying for itself Now the
and changed, making it complete- real question, will the bulbs lasL
ly different and furthering your
My 3 energy efficient bulbs died,
position as a D-Bag. Do you also
and a 1 hr venture to Ikea to disspike and gel your hair after your pose of the deadly mercury sort of
fake tan? D-Bag.
made it expensive. Also, if they do
- YOUR NAME expand this, can we expect to see
a reduction in our tuition?
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Parking Garage Hgets
green lights
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- YOUR NAME
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•

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS
~

Rate

100
125
150
175
200
225

Help wanted: General
HelpWanted:Part-T1111e
Help wanted: full..TIIM!
BwinessOpportunities
For Rent Homes
For Rent Apar1ments

250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

C
C
C

B
B
B
A
A
B

32S
350
375
400
500

B
A
A
B
A
B
B
B
B

For Sale: Automotive
ForSale:6eneral
ForSale:Pets

Services
Annoanc.ements

600 Travel'
700 Worship
800 Mis<ellaneous
900 Wanted

Rate A
$9
$6

First issue:
Each addl issue:

!Im.I
$l3
$9

b1ll
$19
$J3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over;B5%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

.,

..
•

1I

100
$10 Gilt Card to Sg, Up
Hrrfy' a'd tee reNdarg sie,
www.taanenra':le.cxm, viii
<jJe $10 m.nes Gift Cad b 1he

isl 50 l',OOl9ll all 50 men b
sg, ~ma rea ~ all
de!aioopolle.
BAR11MlERS WANTI:D.
$3'.XladayJXmti NJ Elq)erierm
Neo3ssay.Tr.rtg ~
~ 18 +0( 8»965652) X 107.

•

Ean Exira M:rey. SldErts
nee:ledf&P. Ean ~b $150

perdaybei'g aMyslayStcwa'.
NJ Elq)erierm REqie:1
Cal 1-ax>-7224791

UCF AREA 1-DJSE lnGadCan
l-klge5umg42Alapplaloeein::I
Avalallle 1211509 $1500morih
Cal Nck@407-610-7622

217-6185

P.:rHme'tanf Nea:led

•

Sla1i"g week of 1/1511 0. lvlst be
!)'.XXJl'ilhillm.
M:.n, TISS, Th.rs, Fri215-7:15
Wld1:15-7:15
Please ema1 resure b:

~a:m
BgEsl 'Mlrk!Onl).UScierre,

Malh. & Erg,eeri"g M.ps wnn
!'

PTfl~Resem:hAsoociaEs.
Pleaseema1 ~@aaa:m

wt.

THERE NOTHN3 LIKE
EARNIIG 'NHLE YOUR

LEARNN3

s Ra sass dre ~ 4 ii saes.
$8-10 IT+ il:l'M3s.cau:.tWiaelf-i&ti<arl
~

~

rrthael@ax:adJ'a

"lo

200

u

scx:iaized,AKC .eg.,s'ds,Yel
cre:k, OiMQlT18d all cura'tCll

va:me.Heall !}J!l31eea'd
~ $450. ITW)ts12@gra·

a:m

;2 8
9 6 j---+, .
7
9 :- - 1---+-+--+--+---!--+-;9 5
6 4'
I

1

Mae roarrrae Wcr113dtir 414 i1
/JJtm;aClb. $500trm ro
d:lY.Mec. Uii Ai.l;J. 51h.
~287-5828

3ber:i'oorrs21:stroons,2Ca'
Gcrcgeu rert ri l..ti.ffliy Dr
all 0ea, Pd Lesstm s rm
tan LCF. Suler"lscrewekx:rre.
$1,150M:>. $1,1f,() DepJei fee.
Calum. 407-948&!00

MOVE IN TODAY!

The ~ltScierre D;..e
Female l!XmTlaE needoo u
~l'ilh2aheri:;1s.
$mtror1h ilid3s al Ldies.
ea, be g:J1ebrmuti! Cal
Ja:.i<ie it 321 ·796aE1 a ema1

'The8:g!"roiecloo/JJitaya
& Resem:h A\wy 2 becitan2
bah. Q"efanale iOOllTT'Ele tri
ClecBrta". Qiy a ~mle
tan lCF. 24 h::u gym, µ:d &
!JITI9 RXl11. ~5am:nh •
waer; electn:: & gas mned!
Cal 561-313-1002aema1:
wmnm@a1ttD:ld:a1y.ne1

ACROSS
1 Closes In anger,
asa door
to

1

www.AdirnsJcrnesLaa:m

];

M.ll<km!I/ Jimes. 8;q.

3

,1

o Cover for a pillow

FREE COlSLl.TATION
415S.Olcro:>Ave, WruPak

2

6 Cause damage

BAf'.l<RUPTCYLAW
407-6793111

1

14

~:~card

1=-1---1--,1---1---1---

1~ =~,:_,.,

19 Ancient Andean

20 In a dishonorable

1=
53,-+-,-+-,-+--

~

21
electronics giant
22 Pinet
23 Country meadow
25 Spanish wine

~@y.mo.cxrn

punch

LCF,NE ORLANOO

27 Seasoned pros
32 The.,.. in some

Gema Pti"E l..LDuy Aps
1 & 2 8EdlXms Ree W/J, p:d,
iress certs; pai:lS.
ZfXl 1:ar1
407-679aE1

Rtxly'im7 Ha1ey-Da.mn
Satai RSTF Falxly. fastsae

er

$40CO CX'll1!a a1 rd!2ys@rn:n-

a:m Al 0mne. l.oN ITies, 941 •

CAN YOU Fll'l)
ANYTHING BETTER!

OOCOlMED PETEXAMS/>J'.o
VACCINATIONS. 1/2!Jffll
va:maicns Sab..rdays. 1/2 !Jffll
6)CcfllS TlBWed. l..oom:l bsm

761-6103

RogJaSilOl.m>.

TilM:!f Traia' an;Arnreem
henalira J'.XiB$40CO, 28ft,
SleeJ:i1j~6, delalsa'd

407-(ffl-7323 ~ n e t

100fllJ'eS ~@rn:ncxrn /

IIJ

ANNOUNCEMENTS

7Zl415-46!7

$275 PER WO. Dec. is FREEi
Prn:ess roon, pivaE
betnxm FEmales aty. ~
pets. GaE(j c:xmnriy, u

fra1erni1y initials
33 503. in old Rome
34 Casa krtchen
• crock
36 Half a '60s pop
40 ~\;.., cliw1g41

~"1~ a t

females
43 Sitar music

3 Boats fke

44 Seaweedwrapped
Japanese fare
46 Analogy phrase
47 Contest with

4 Beauty mark

48 ~ o service

=:

50 Sledding spot
52

ai:ma, reNiJMtmle.
Cal 407-34M887

stick

figure

56 "lilo way, lad<f,el'
57 ljighly excited
58 Edge of a hoop
60 CJooole.checks
the math
65 Copenhagen
natille
66 Stodlinglike

Room fmert i16
bExtoom tare. BEtm lCF.
$fffitro. h:l ~

workout wear

68 At any time
69Apex

70 Words alter have

or save

Rcxmu rert ri 3-25 h:useoo

71 Stage
constructioos
72 Sampras of

Dea, Roa:! (neer- QJ1y Fad)

~pa-m:nh, i"d.desal
uiies. Cal 407-6960010

1ennis
73 Burial places

W411', 030'', H46" tJlal lti5.5''
Cal. cage, play stand, 1Dys
plus rile. lam. $2,lmOO,
OBO. For more delals,
serious~ fri/ please;
cal J.J. at 407-619-7769

FbJrTm!ewa-tB:lb stae ooa:l
h:use l19EI' lCF. 2 iOCll1S
avalctje, $400tro rd.des
~ Wae-A3el:staed.
~ok. Ccrb::IA Gaaaioo
Fa:Jebook a iga-ceeu@clrr.am

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700

417 CenterPolnte Cir Ste# 1711 • AHamonte Springs, FL 32701

www.workforstudents.com

www.peabodyvacations.com

407-834-8971

n
1,.By_J1,.oa_n1,.Bu_el1,.I-

DOWN
1Wlldguess
2Superboy's
g,~fnend Lang

Noah's

5 "A Slreetcar

Named Desire"
woman
6 "Real Time With
Bil Mahe('
neiwOrk
7 Realty long time
8 Interest

9=~

10Goalie's
p,:ot_ective pair
11 "ObjeCbOn,
'rour r

12 Computer text
code
13 Anne of"Archie
Bunker's Place"

31 Cut dramatically

35 Join the cast of

37 Hawaiian island

.,,

_,,

111

-11

r•••

-- _,,,,.
I

Last issue solved
38 Got on In years
39 Bargain hunter's
delight

42 Sporty Toyota
Gamy
45 Suffix with
intellectual
49Winterhat
laature

51 Eye lasciviously
52 Mythological
underworld
53 Tequila plant

54 Octet plus one
55 Dad's brother's
daughter, to

dad
59 Corp. leadership

gp.
61 ·1 _ busted!" 62.Axlge
63 Cok>riess
64 Reid. Air France
fliers

ei7 Like~arly
morning hours

ONLINE
in the

6ntrcd '1oriba 1uture
for as low as $5 an issue!

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds .,

<.

Log on:
www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

--

e•

Place Classifieds

•
ca\\ in:
407-447-4555
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Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

n
..

,.

I'll 1 3 • 0

18 "See ya later"

24 Stevenson who
lost twice IO
Eisenhower
26 "Apocalypse
Now" setmg,
briefly
V Bettor's concern
28Stead
29 Fizzles out
30 Pants with a low
waistline

((

•

-t-t·

CROSSWORD

r

Lolls 2x2lm. 2ni LCF,$324,tro
Sh.de, UiCalEINel,W/J re
'vVe pay dep & 1st rm RErtwAease
Cal r.'ay@004-612-a838

Peabody Vacations LLC is a seasoned vacation
call center with aprimary focus on high-end destinations
for domestic and international travelers. Our state-of-theart call center is in Uptown Altamonte and we're looking
for college students who have a crave to make money,
work a flexible schedule in a high energy environment.
Benefits available: paid vacation, day & night hours,
aggressive compensation package, opportunity for
growth.

-

2 B 5

Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

1 Stop Florida Excitement

.,

725

through 9 with no
repeats.
M d
I
on ay puzz e:
Easy/eve/

Cal 407-324-7773

l.alities,W/J,~,

~cloaebUCF.
Jacuzzi, bar aid pool 1able. 2
weeksffEEplorb.lln 1.
Call 407-709aaJ t>rlrlo.

I

1

7

<XllT11riyp:xi Camm crea
rl100S!J\m. AV<llEije ro,v. Cal
4 0 7 ~ a321-438-1354
~ homewffh rraiy

Fill in the grid so

_.

~

2 Bo'25 BaTa.o.rh:me l'ilh
alam:t Qi31l9B u $600m:oh.
/iaoss 1he street tan lCF.
hxme resh:b6 ~ M:Ml '1
SpErial l'ilh ITlS'b1 of tis a:i

suldolku

3 1 6
2 1·-=,·-4 ~~f~~v:~~:3 box
1------,---1-------+--------1 contains the digits 1

ena:mmo@hclmalcom

www.f'aRr:nNeaUCF.oorn

&r\e;TaasNeer:la:l:Make$525persuveywww.·
Ge!PoofoTtii(.a:m
SIJR'v£YTAKERS NEEDED:
Make $5-25 persuvey. WWW.·
Ge!P;;tITollncron

Yad hi h:M1a LeasesOR
$1625 tune. 2 mlesb LO=
Mcnhb rra1h av.j_
407-700-0768 Enmoso@hllrra

9

2
Tnyila::l.p Yoll<ies ISEl:¥,\l!IY

wwwFaRenNe!rl.CF.a:m

~,llalai!I)',

-wilh a product very ease
b 81!1, Greet COi,. ,limion pay;
Please conlact us at
~or321-

tare. $475+ per nxrn Ui &

MOBI.EHOME
E. Cclonlal, llrge lat, 2 & 3 bmms
$680 o.11.o. 407-760-0768

Oppc1l1l.llily beam exlra cash
MoneyCophas4 sales
p0lillons open In Ortando

P.ocmsurert n 414 bExtoom

7

-..I- + - - - + - - + - - - - t Cl Puzzles by Pappocom

11825 High Tech Ave.
Suite#IOO
Orlando, FL 32817

A16

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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